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Nowadays there is a tough competition in very field and it is more in business. There are many
companies who are offering same products or services. So, you should have some thing special to
offer to get noticed in the market. There are many quality certifications are doing round in the
market. You will have to fulfill certain criteria and should maintain certain level of quality to get the
eligibility for these certifications. ISO registration is one such thing. This is a certificate giving to the
company as a whole and not only for the product. A company has to maintain certain qualities to get
this registration. Naturally the products or the service by a ISO certified company is considered as
quality one by many customers. There are some professionals in the field you can help you in
getting ISO registration.

Once you receive a ISO certificate and started advertising your products certainly you will get good
responses. But if you do not have brand registration or logo registration, there is a chance that
others will enjoy the fruits of your labor. Most of the customer may not have awareness about your
company which is having ISO certification. But your products are familiar to them as the ones
carrying ISO certificate. If you have not registered your trade mark, somebody will use the same
mark to give mileage to their products. It will affect your business in two ways. At first you will loose
some of your customers to the new one who is using your brand. Secondly, these new products
may not have the quality as the one you maintain. So your name will spoil in the market. Same is
the case with logos also. Because, logo is the first thing, that get noticed by the customers. So it is
better to go for brand registration and logo registration to safeguard your business interests.

Small scale industries are getting lot of benefits from various government programs. In some areas
government has declared tax holidays for small scale industries. This will help them to reduce their
prices in a highly competitive market. Certain other incentives like subsidy on power charges etc are
also there in some other areas. But the companies with SSI registration only will be eligible for these
incentives. So, if your industry is coming under this category it is better to avail this opportunity by
taking a SSI registration immediately. TAN registration is also compulsory to run a smooth business.
Doing business in a legal way is always helpful to lead a tensionless life. Besides if you have
completed all the legal formalities you will get a lot of benefits out of it indirectly. These incentives
are aimed to increase the business activities which in turn results in the overall development of the
nation.

Thus by taking SSI registration or TAN registration you are getting a lot of benefits and you are
taking part in the building up of a strong nation too. In any way you are the person who is taking
benefit out of this process.
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